Hypergravity: its effect on the estrous cycle and hormonal levels in female rats.
Hypergravity at 1.02-2.28 g was simulated by centrifugation and the estrous cycles of rats were followed by testing vaginal smears. Associated hormonal changes were measured from blood samples by radioimmunoassay. It was found that moderate hypergravity affects the estrous cycle by prolonging the diestrous period, and this effect seems to bear a direct relationship to the strength and timing of the hypergravity. Intermittent centrifugation produces the same effect as continuous centrifugation. After the prolonged diestrous, the estrous cycle returns to normal. The observed effects were associated with hormonal changes. Progesterone was elevated during the prolonged diestrous although no consistent changes in estrogen levels could be found. The effect of simulated hypergravity resembles the pseudo-pregnancy response produced in rats by various stimuli, but a decidual reaction, i.e., the usual uteral growth as a response to pregnancy or injury during pseudo-pregnancy, could not be elicited during the prolonged diestrous induced by 2.08 g. The possible mechanism eliciting the prolongation of diestrous is discussed.